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ABSTRACT: David used the sling to slay Goliath, and now archivists have the
microchip to conquer gigantic backlogs of records. A processing method devel-
oped at the Western Reserve Historical Society (WRHS) in Cleveland, Ohio,
utilizes a word processor and a personal computer to expedite the arrangement
and description of collections. The word processor's flexibility permits two
archivists to arrange and describe a collection almost simultaneously, though
one archivist creates a description list prior to arrangement. This team process-
ing method has facilitated the rapid processing of several large collections at
WRHS.

Introduction

At WRHS, accelerated collecting in the 1960s and 1970s produced a 4,400
foot backlog of unprocessed materials by 1987. With a growing interest in
Cleveland and Western Reserve history (as evidenced by the publication of sev-
eral major works including the Encyclopedia of Cleveland History),' WRHS
wanted to process the backlog and open the collections to researchers. To
accomplish this goal, the society applied for and received three-year grants from
the Cleveland Foundation and the George Gund Foundation to hire four people
to handle this backlog, starting on 1 July 1987. Of these four staff members, one
catalogued the collections on OCLC using the MARC AMC format, while the
other three processed collections.

To process the large backlog with the time and funds available, however,
required innovative processing techniques. Typical manuscript processing rates,
approximately one-fourth to one-third foot per day,2 would have resulted in only
a 15 percent reduction of the backlog. Even by WRHS standards of between
one-half and one foot per day, only 50 percent of the backlog would have been
processed in three years.

However, when two people worked together using a word processor and
modified archival procedures, they were able to process faster and make avail-
able some of the larger collections that had taken root on the repository's
shelves.' This process works best when used with collections that have an inher-
ent order such as those produced by social service organizations, government
agencies, or other typically bureaucratic (and organizational) groups, because
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they seldom require the time-consuming task of massive folder rearrangement
typically necessary with individuals' collections.

Although such large collections can be processed by one person using stan-
dard archival methods, the division of labor in the team processing method
allows for more effective use of time. A single archivist working on a large col-
lection and facing space limitations usually must write the inventory by hand
while processing, then type or enter it into a computer after completing the
arrangement. Team processing eliminated the task of handwriting an inventory,
saving significant time, and allowed other tasks to be performed more efficient-
ly. In addition, description was done prior to the final arrangement, an archival
flip-flop. In other aspects, the method generally used standard archival proce-
dures, but some accepted archival shortcuts,4 combined with use of a word
processor and a computer capable of running BASIC, allowed rapid, effective
processing of collections. The techniques described below were used by the
WRHS staff, but should have utility for a variety of repositories.

Initial Review and Arrangement

A prerequisite for effective team processing was that the collection have an
original order that is somewhat logical; fortunately most later twentieth-century
organizational collections met this criterion. In an initial survey, a processor
reviewed large collections container by container, determined an arrangement
scheme (to the folder level), and relocated any misplaced or illogically placed
folders all while keeping in mind that respect for original order could enhance
the researcher's understanding of an organization's structure. However, it was
inevitable that some rearrangement of a collection would be needed at times,
and this was accomplished by the method that least disturbed original order.

In the case of two well-organized collections from philanthropic organiza-
tions, processors were able to handle 73 feet in 8.5 days, a daily processing rate
of approximately 4.25 feet per person, and 54 feet in 7.5 days for a rate of 3.5
feet per person per day. The records of a neighborhood development group, 51
feet that required extensive rearrangement of the files within one series, were
processed in 9 days-2.8 feet per person per day. And the records of an educa-
tional reform group, 32 feet that required document-by-document arrangement
in one series (since there was absolutely no inherent order) required 11 days to
process, a mere 1.5 feet per person per day. However, if the series that required
rearrangement were excluded, the rate would jump to 2 feet per person per day.

Other twentieth-century collections that met the criteria for team processing,
but were handled by the traditional method-an individual working at a desk
carrying out all aspects of processing-were not processed as quickly. For
example, a 24-foot collection of a social agency was processed at a rate of less
than 1 foot per day. A well-organized genealogical collection of 14 feet was
processed at a rate of just slightly more than 1 foot per day.

Input and Processing

Once the arrangement scheme for a collection was determined and the collec-
tion broken down into series, work with a word processor began. Two people
working together often were able to arrange and describe between five and eight
feet of material per day.
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Each person assumed a specific role. One person became the description
archivist and typed an inventory list into the word processor while the other
became the arrangement archivist and processed the materials. Even though the
collection already had been reviewed and separated by series, the description
archivist ensured that each series's alphabetical or chronological order was cor-
rect, scanning each folder for its contents and date spans, if needed, and
determining a precise title for the folder if some variations existed, though sel-
dom was a change required. The description archivist also would, according to
WRHS policy, remove any folders that contained only duplicates or unwanted
materials.

Entering the folder descriptions also involved combining original folders of
like materials and noting this in a manner that the processing partner could
understand. WRHS procedures often call for the combination of discrete but
similar original files in single acid-free folders. In such instances a sheet of
acid-free paper was used to separate the files, and the arrangement and descrip-
tion archivists carefully would coordinate the accurate description of the
combined contents. Since the description archivist usually was able to work
faster than the arrangement archivist,5 it was imperative that a form of notation
evolve that was understood by both persons. For example, the description
archivist would note on a stack of six thin folders of like material (such as min-
utes or annual reports), C 6, which meant to combine the materials into one
folder, while the letter D followed by a number meant to divide the materials
into that many folders. For example, an overstuffed manila folder of correspon-
dence would be designated D 2 to signal that the correspondence should be
divided into two acid-free folders. And if a folder read C51D3, it would mean
combine the next five folders of like material but then divide them among three
acid-free folders. Other notation was agreed upon as needed. Used in more
complex combinations, this code began to resemble high school algebra (see
Table 1) but since both partners understood the symbols, processing accurately
sped along.

After the description archivist entered the folder-level information into the
word processor, he passed the documents on to the arrangement archivist, who,
following the notation (if any) proceeded with the final arrangement. Following

TABLE 1
EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS OF CODES

CODE DESCRIPTION
C-6 Combine these six folders of material that deal with the same topic into one

acid-free folder.
D-4 Divide this folder of material into four acid-free folders.
A-5 Associate these five folders of dissimilar materials (i.e., put all of it into one

folder, separating the topics from each other with appropriately labeled acid-free
paper).

C-3/D-2 Combine these three folders of material that deal with the same topic and then
divide it into two acid-free folders.

A-4/D-2 Associate these four folders of dissimilar material and then divide it into two
acid-free folders.

It should be noted that the driving force behind these codes was the desire to fully fill each
acid-free folder to its maximum of a one-inch stack of documents-no more, no less.
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WRHS standards, basic conservation was undertaken. Staples usually were left
in the collection unless rusted or damaged, but all rubber bands and paper clips
were removed., The arrangement archivist also removed documents from loose-
leaf notebooks or binders. When necessary, binder titles were noted on a sheet
of acid-free paper and placed with the contents. Additional conservation work
was limited to identifying highly acidic or unstable papers such as Thermofax
copies. These items were flagged for photocopying on acid-free paper. The
description archivist usually did the photocopying when he got far enough
ahead of the arrangement archivist, which happened frequently. News clippings,
provided they were isolated in their own folder and were of no particular impor-
tance, were left in the collection intact to last as long as they may.

While removing paper clips, rubber bands, binders, and other alien objects,
the arrangement archivist also did any necessary file-level appraisal. Duplicate
items and papers of no value were removed from the collection at this stage.
The amount of weeding varied drastically from one collection to the next.
However, reductions were by no means casual or heavy-handed; they came
about after careful examination of individual documents. The records of the phi-
lanthropic organizations required almost no weeding although reboxing reduced
their size somewhat. However, the records of a religious organization were
reduced to less than 25 percent of their original bulk after duplicate and unwant-
ed materials were removed. Unwanted papers included the proverbial lunch
napkin with illegible scrawl, office minutiae relating to parking spaces, canceled
checks, and scratch pads. Though the collection was in near-perfect alphabetical
order, the weeding slowed processing; it took 45 days to slog through the 213-
foot collection for a daily rate of 2.35 feet per person.

Unfortunately, there was no feasible method of removing all duplicate materi-
als, particularly when they were scattered throughout different series. At times
the arrangement archivist might see a document that he believed to be identical
with one he saw in an earlier processed folder. In such cases it was not worth
the time to go back and check previously processed materials to make sure the
item was a duplicate. This "space versus speed" equation was confronted con-
stantly. The practical philosophy presumed that sacrificing tiny amounts of shelf
space was preferable to taking the time to find and compare documents in dif-
ferent series or subseries. This was dictated more by the enormous amount of
materials to be arranged within the relatively short grant period than by any
hardcore archival philosophy.

After appraisal, the original order of the remaining material was maintained
at the folder level. The documents simply were removed from the original fold-
ers and placed into acid-free folders. In most collections where team processing
could be done, documents such as minutes, financial records, and correspon-
dence usually were in chronological, or reverse chronological order. This
eliminated the need for any folder level rearrangement. Even if no logical order
existed, rearranging documents at this level would be a time-consuming endeav-
or of minimal benefit to the researcher. With thorough folder-level descriptions
available, a capable researcher can use the material even if it is not in perfect
chronological, alphabetical, or hierarchical order. Researchers are helped far
more when records are made available for use as soon as possible. However
desirable perfection in arrangement may be, acceptable archival shortcuts6 at
some points enable archivists to make more collections available for research.
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Communication between archivists was critical to the success of team pro-
cessing. While working, the arrangement archivist ensured that the folders
created corresponded with the folder-level descriptions that had been typed into
the word processor. Proper communication helped keep both partners awake
and alert during the tedium that could have caused the process to get out of syn-
chronization. One way problems were prevented was to have the arrangement
archivist call out, every five or ten folders, the number of the folder on which he
was working and describe its contents to the description archivist. If the number
and description matched with the description archivist's list, then the task con-
tinued. If they did not match, then both would examine all of the folders
processed since the previous check and determine where the mistakes occurred.
Frequent checking eliminated the necessity for major rearranging later. In some
collections, especially when the arrangement was particularly tedious or diffi-
cult, the description archivist would find himself working much further ahead of
his arranging partner. When this occurred, the description archivist generated a
printout and gave it to the arrangement archivist who used it as reference and
marked any necessary corrections as he worked. The description archivist then
assisted with arranging the materials, or took care of housekeeping chores such
as photocopying, providing new supplies, or disposing of removals. The
description archivist's handling of these tasks allowed processing to speed along
uninterrupted.

Conversely, there were times when the arrangement archivist corrected the
description archivist. At such times, the arrangement archivist might have dis-
covered that he needed more or fewer folders for a group of documents than the
description archivist had noted. When this happened, he called the description
archivist's attention to the fact so the necessary corrections could be typed into
the word processor. As work within a collection progressed, this happened less
frequently as the description archivist better anticipated the collection's reduc-
tion rate.

At times both archivists interrupted one another's tasks to discuss the more
significant and interesting materials that were discovered. While taking time to
understand the materials might slow the processing rate slightly, it improved the
finding aids. Team processing could result in the complete arrangement of a col-
lection with little internal review of materials, but this is not recommended.
Both persons reviewed and discussed the materials throughout the process. This
enabled them to gain a broader, more solid understanding of these large, often
cumbersomecollections, and produce comprehensive scope and content notes
in addition to the container list.

Boxing and Labeling

When the arrangement archivist placed papers into an acid-free folder, he
penciled the folder's number where it would eventually be covered by a perma-
nent label, then placed the folder in an acid-free box. When he filled a container,
he notified the description archivist who noted the container break in the inven-
tory list on the word processor. The arrangement archivist also attached a
temporary label to each box. When typing and processing were completed, the
two archivists collaborated on the remaining aspects of the job: labeling of
boxes and folders, handling of removals, writing the history of the organization
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and the scope and content note, and creating subject headings and added entries
for the MARC AMC catalog entries. Since the container list was created by the
description archivist during input and processing, it simply was appended to the
history and scope and content note to complete the finding aid. A simple com-
puter program was written to generate folder labels, thus saving hours of
typing.7 Writing of the history and creation of subject entries were discussed and
planned during all stages of processing. Cooperation such as this allowed large
collections to be processed not only quickly but also effectively enough to be
beneficial to researchers.

Conclusions

The key to successful team processing at WRHS was a flexible division of
labor that minimized work time, combined with automation. At some points in
the process both team members performed the same task on different parts of
the collection. At other times, each member had his own separate job to do, but
communication had to remain clear and frequent at all times, and each member
had to be prepared to assist the other in his job if the need arose. Working
together on the survey, arrangement, and direct creation of a finding aid greatly
reduced processing time.

After a year-and-a-half at WRHS, team processing has enabled these collec-
tions to be completely arranged and described-from initial survey through the
completion of the finding aids-at an average rate of 2.44 feet per person per
day. The team-processed collections, totalling 867 feet (processed in 178 days),
represented almost 40 percent of the total 2,200 feet of the backlog processed
by the grant staff, students, and volunteers in the first half of the project. And
while only collections with an initial order can be processed effectively by this
method, the WRHS system has proved itself an efficient way to handle such
collections.
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(Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1988); and Thomas F. Campbell and Edward M.
Miggins, eds., The Birth of Modern Cleveland 1865-1930 (London: Associated University
Presses, 1988).

2. Terry Abraham, Stephen E. Balzarini, and Anne Frantilla, "What is Backlog is Prologue: A
Measurement of Archival Processing," American Archivist 48 (Winter 1985): 39.

3. This method should not be confused with a team-effort processing system described in Richard
M. Kesner, Susan Tannewitz Karnes, Anne Sims, and Michael Sandor, "Collection Processing
as a Team Effort," American Archivist 44, (Fall 1981): 356-358. Our method is not hierarchical
in nature. If fact, quite the opposite-this method of team processing is egalitarian, with empha-
sis on important and necessary tasks being performed by both members of the team, as opposed
to delegating the more menial tasks to lower ranked and lower-paid individuals. In our method,
both persons endured photocopying, labeling, and other mundane chores.

4. Procedures included retaining original order at the folder level, refraining from photocopying
entire folders of newspaper clippings, and keeping original order wherever possible.

5. One reason the description archivist can work faster is that word processors can be programmed
to repeat tedious and often used keystrokes, such as the words Folder and Container. At
WRHS, DECmate word processors were used.

6. See note 4.
7. A printout of the BASIC program written and used by the authors is available. Send a SASE to

the Western Reserve Historical Society, 10825 East Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44106.
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